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A dual origin of Tibetans: evidence from
mitochondrial genomes
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Substantial progress on how modern humans
settled and adapted to the Tibetan Plateau has
been achieved in the past few years. In
particular, genetic evidence suggests that peo-
pling the Plateau was attributed mainly to the
neolithic immigration initiated from northern
China ~7 kilo years ago (kya).1,2 Further-
more, a very small proportion of genetic
components showed a restricted distribution
in the Tibetans and were estimated to be
extraordinarily ancient, thus plausibly reflect-
ing an early dispersal event onto the Plateau
during the Late Pleistocene.1 This observation
is in good agreement with the previous
archeological records.3 Recently, a more
extensive study, by analyzing archeological
materials collected from 53 Neolithic and
Bronze sites in northeast Tibetan Plateau,
provides solid evidence in support of the
Neolithic immigration into Tibet and, further-
more, suggests a permanent settlement on the
high areas of the Plateau likely occurred till
3.6 kya.4 Although some inconsistency on
dating the entrance exists between archeolo-
gical and genetic studies, likely introduced by
the methodology in time estimation, evidence
from both disciplines supports the notion that
the Tibetans can trace their origin to the
Neolithic dispersal from northern China.1–4

Since evidence from both mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA)1,2 and Y chromosome2 also
suggests the existence of genetic relic of the
Late Pleistocene settlers in the Tibetans, a new
question then arises: how did modern
humans move onto the Plateau or, alterna-
tively, how were these ancient genetic com-
ponents introduced into the Tibetans? To
provide more insights into this issue, we
collected and analyzed mtDNA data of a
total of 53 665 Asian individuals from 814
populations (Figure 1a and Supplementary
Table S1). Then, we examined the distribu-
tion of haplogroup M62b, a representative of
the suggested genetic relic of the Late

Pleistocene immigrants, via a motif search
strategy.5 Our result reveals that this
haplogroup shows a restricted distribution
in the Tibetans and has age ~ 24 kya
(Figures 1b and c), in concordance with the
previous studies.1,2 In contrast with the
Neolithic-originated components that can
find their closer sister lineages in the current
northern Chinese populations,1,2 only few
M62b mtDNAs are present sporadically in
some surrounding populations, which all
locate merely at the terminal branch
(Figure 1c) and thus are most likely intro-
duced from the Tibetan populations via
recent gene flow. Taking into account the
observation of M62a (~15–24 kya; Figures 1b
and c), the sister clade of M62b, in India,6 it
is then plausible that M62b might have been
introduced into the Tibetans via a different
way from the northeast Tibetan Plateau
entrance. Our extensively searching result
confirms this and further reveals the presence
of M62a in Bangladesh and Tibet (Figure 1c).
A phylogenetic tree of haplogroup M62 is
reconstructed on the basis of whole mito-
chondrial genomes. Evidently, the Indian
M62a mtDNAs belong to the same clade,
M62a1 (defined by variants 11914, 12793 and
a reverse variant at 4561), whereas another
clade in M62a, M62a2 (defined tentatively by
variants 16491, 16487, 16452 and 16189),
contains only a single Tibetan individual.
This result, together with the specific distri-
bution pattern of M62b, suggests haplogroup
M62 most plausibly to be originated or
differentiated in the Tibetans at ~ 30–45 kya
(Figures 1b and c). Intriguingly, haplogroup
M68 (with an age of ~ 60–80 kya7), the sister
clade of M62, was observed in mainland
Southeast Asia,7 strongly arguing for a south
origin of haplogroup M62.
Although more information, especially the

complete mtDNA genomes, will be of help to
elucidate whether the presence of haplogroup

M62 in Tibetans was introduced from South
Asian populations6 or in fact originated from
the initial settlers who entered East Asia via a
southern migration route,8 both scenarios
support that M62, different from that of the
Neolithic components, has an origin from the
south. Consistently, archeological evidence
suggests that the foothill of the Himalayas
in northeast India serves as an important area
for early human movements.9 Meanwhile, it
is also suggested that southwestern China was
likely the genetic reservoir of the initial
settlers, as manifested by an enrichment of
mtDNA basal lineages therein.5 These obser-
vations add support to the possibility that
some additional entrance onto the Tibetan
Plateau from the south. Collectively, it
becomes evident that peopling the Tibetan
Plateau is more complex than expected, likely
involving multiple entrance events with
different places of origin. More evidence from
multiple disciplines, including archeology
and genetics, will be of great help to
shed more light on this interesting but
challenging issue.
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Figure 1 Phylogeographic structure of mtDNA haplogroup M62. (a) Sampling locations. Diamonds in gray indicate the 814 Asian populations (comprising of
53 665 individuals; see Supplementary Table S1), with the one bearing haplogroup M62 being highlighted by square. (b) Median joining network of
haplogroup M62. Coalescent ages are calibrated based on mutation rate of control region transitions on segment 16090–1636510 by rho statistic method.
(c) Phylogenetic tree of haplogroup M62. The tree is reconstructed by using 19 reported whole mtDNA genomes (see Supplementary Table S2). Nucleotide
position numbers are consistent with the revised Cambridge reference sequence (rCRS11). Suffixes C, G and T refer to transversions, ‘d’ means a deletion, ‘s’
means synounymous mutation, ‘ns’ means nonsynounymous mutation and ‘+’ indicates an insertion; recurrent mutations are underlined; ‘@’ means a reverse
mutation; and ‘h’ means heterogeneity. Coalescent ages are calibrated based on mutation rate of coding region synonymous mutations10 by rho statistic
method. A full color version of this figure is available at the Journal of Human Genetics journal online.
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